On behalf of the Child Life Team at McMaster Children’s Hospital I would like to thank you for thinking of us. In particular, we appreciate you reaching out to ask what our current needs are. We are currently in need of treat box items. Below is a list of treat box items that we know our patients have loved in the past. We would appreciate in what ever volume you choose; patients never stop coming, so nothing on this list will go to waste! These items should be smaller in nature and are used for patients to choose from the treasure box after coping through a tough procedure, being brave or as a pick me up. in whatever volume you choose.

Donations make such a difference, thank you!

- Princess/super hero themed items (ie. Frozen, Paw Patrol)
- Small figurines!!
- Puzzles (in a box smaller than a 5X7)
- Small activity/craft kits
- Action figures
- Small Lego (in boxes and small baggies, the mini figures)
- Prepackaged little surprise bags
- Small dry erase kits
- Small board games
- Small Play Doh kits
- Fun-packs (has different themes, includes stickers/colouring etc.)
- Small toys (they seem cheap to us but patients love them!) (the dinos, lil animals)
- Pokemon cards
- Silly putty
- Small dolls/baby dolls/Single Barbies
- Single size Kinetic sand
- Fidget toys
- Single Hot wheels cars
- Practical joke toys (like whoopee cushion)